The opportunities to use dielectric Photonic Crystals (PhCs) as the media of cylindrical invisibility cloaks, designed using Transformation Optics (TO) concepts, are investigated. It is shown that TO-based prescriptions for radial index dispersion, responsible for turning waves around hidden objects, can be dropped, if PhC media support selfcollimation of waves in bent crystals. Otherwise, to provide prescribed anisotropy of index dispersion, it is possible to employ PhCs with rectangular lattices. It is found, however, that at acceptable cloak thicknesses, modifications of crystal parameters do not allow for achieving prescribed level of index anisotropy. This problem is solved by finding reduced spatial dispersion law for radial index component, which is characterized by decreased against TOprescriptions values near the target and increased values in outer layers of the cloak. The cloak utilizing reduced prescriptions for indices is shown to perform almost as efficient, as TO-based cloak, in terms of both wave front restoration behind the target and reducing total scattering cross-width of the target.
Introduction
Transformation optics (TO) has opened new perspectives for designing advanced electromagnetic (EM) devices with superior functionalities [1] . TO employs coordinate transformations to control EM wave paths by imposing specific spatial dispersion of the media parameters [2] . Coordinate transformations can be derived for compressing, expanding, or bending space, enabling designs of invisibility cloaks, field concentrators, perfect lenses, beam shifters, etc. Realization of these devices, however, depends on the possibility to create transformation media with prescribed properties [3] , which include highly anisotropic dispersion of material parameters, as well as parameters providing wave propagation with superluminal phase velocities. Therefore, metamaterials (MMs), which were expected to exhibit most versatile properties, were considered as first candidates for realizing TO-based devices [4, 5] . Application of conventional MMs composed of spilt ring resonators and cut wires, however, met serious challenges, such as increased losses in metal elements at higher frequencies, extremely narrow frequency band of operation, interresonator coupling, and the need to provide homogenization. In order to decrease losses, dielectric MMs, instead of metal ones, were used for developing invisibility cloaks for infrared range [6, 7] . However, resolving all of the above listed problems would require substituting MMs in the cloak media by alternative materials. Photonic crystals (PhCs) could be considered as promising substitutes [8] .
In [9] it was shown that the cloak medium, formed from fragments of 2D photonic crystals composed of dielectric rods, supported wave propagation around metal cylinder with superluminal phase velocity that provided wave-front restoration beyond the target. These results have demonstrated the perspectives of PhC applications in transformation media, although used in [9] crystals with square lattices could not provide TO-requested asymmetry of spatial index dispersion. It is worth noting that one complication with building a cloak from PhCs was that the number of periods required to form the band structures in PhC fragments affected the minimum volume of the cloak. In addition, boundaries between PhC fragments in the cloak medium could contribute to reflections. However, as it was shown in [9] , the problems of both reasonable cloak thickness and excessive reflections could be solved by properly designing the cloak.
In this work, we, first, investigate the roles of spatial dispersions prescribed for orthogonal index components on the performance of cylindrical invisibility cloaks that allows for relating successful operation of PhCs-based cloak in [9] to the phenomenon of self-collimation (Section 2). Then we explore the opportunity to realize TO-requested asymmetry of dispersion laws for orthogonal index components by forming the cloak medium from anisotropic 2D PhCs with rectangular lattices of dielectric rods. We show that, although TO-prescribed index dispersion asymmetry could be qualitatively achieved in these PhCs, providing the exact TO-prescribed index values by varying parameters of rod arrays in practically acceptable ranges presents a serious challenge (Sections 3 and 4). To solve the problem, we propose reduced prescriptions for spatial dispersion of radial component of index, which are compatible with capabilities of PhCs. We demonstrate that following these prescriptions does not cause significant changes in the cloak performance compared to performance of the cloak medium with parameters satisfying full TO prescriptions (Section 5). The results of full-wave field simulations presented in this work were obtained by using COMSOL Multiphysics software package, while dispersion diagrams for PhCs were calculated by using last versions of MPB software developed at MIT [10].
TO-based prescriptions for orthogonal index components and functions of these components in the cylindrical cloak medium
TO-prescriptions for the effective parameters, permittivity and permeability, of a cylindrical cloak medium have been originally proposed in [1] and later modified in [11] , to avoid impedance mismatch at the outer boundary of the cloak. In order to form the cloak medium from PhCs instead of MMs, TO-prescriptions need to be re-formulated for radial and azimuthal index components of refractive index [8] . Following our earlier work [9] , here we consider prescriptions to be defined by a coordinate transformation, which shrinks infinitely long cylindrical space, represented in cylindrical coordinate system by radius , into an annular cylindrical space, represented by radius :
where 0 ≤ ≤ and ≤ ≤ , while the values and are, respectively, the inner and the outer radii of the cloaking shell ( Fig. 1 (a) ). At TM polarization of incident waves (magnetic field directed along -axis of the cylindrical cloak), prescriptions for effective permeability of the cloak medium could be reduced to  = 1 [5] , while for the components of effective permittivity in E-field plane (normal to the cloak axis) following expressions could be obtained following [11] :
Expressions (2) could be then used to derive index components for wave propagation in azimuthal and radial directions ( Fig. 1 (a) ) by utilizing dependencies of these components on effective parameters of the medium: =  and =  . Accordingly, we obtain:
where could be found from equation (1) as following: 
Equations (3-5) could be used for calculating prescribed by TO spatial dispersions of index components. Curves A and F in Fig. 1 (b) present these dispersions for a cloaking shell having = 3.5, which is hiding the target with the diameter of 74 mm. As seen in the figure, TO prescribes ascending dispersion from inner to outer cloak layers (curve A) for azimuthal index component and descending dispersion (curve F) for radial index component. In addition, azimuthal index component should have values less than 1 within the entire cloak, i.e. these values should support wave propagation with superluminal phase velocities, while radial index component, just opposite, should be higher than 1, i.e. its values should support refraction phenomena, turning waves around the cloak axis. Considering the described above functions of two index components caused by their specific spatial dispersions, it could be suggested that employing PhCs with square lattices in the cloak medium, as in [9] , should exclude obtaining the cloaking effect. In fact, providing superluminal index values in azimuthal direction in PhCs with square lattices had to introduce similar values for indices in radial direction. Fig. 2 (a) presents the wave pattern simulated for the cloak model with identical dispersions of index components in two directions (corresponding to curve A in Fig. 1 (b) ). The frequency of 11.4 GHz was taken arbitrary, since index values in the model were taken to be frequencyindependent. As seen in the figure, a typical shadow behind the metal target is observed instead of the cloaking effect. Wave-patterns presented in Figs. from 2 (b) to 2 (f) correspond to the cloak models with dispersions for radial index component changing from curve B to curve F in Fig. 1 (b) , respectively, while dispersion for azimuthal index component was kept as curve A in Fig. 1 (b) . It can be seen that significant decrease of the shadow occurred only at radial index values exceeding 1 (and essentially exceeding 1 near the target) with radial dispersion approaching curve F in Fig. 1 (b) . It is obvious from the obtained results that the media with dispersions following curve A for both index components should not provide the cloaking effect, unless any other physical mechanism, instead of refraction, can support wave turning around the target. This mechanism could be related to the known in PhCs phenomenon of self-collimation. According to [12] , due to this phenomenon, PhCs could support wave propagation along crystallographic axes, even if they are bent. Indeed, Fig. 3 taken from a row of images of wave-patterns in [9] just demonstrates self-collimated wave movement in outer PhC layers of the cloak, while beyond the cloak, a shadow similar to that presented in Fig. 2 (a) can be clearly seen. This observation opens up an opportunity for employing self-collimation in PhCs for providing TO-requested functionalities of the cloak medium, when prescriptions for material properties could not be realized in full. Wave-pattern for the cloak in [9] formed from square-lattice PhCs demonstrates the effect of self-collimation at 13.6 GHz.
Achieving anisotropic index dispersion in PhC-based cloak media
As it was shown in Section 2, if self-collimation is not realized in the cloak medium formed by PhCs with square lattices, cloaking effect could not be observed in such medium, since TO-prescribed difference between spatial dispersions for azimuthal and radial index components could not be provided. However, according to [13, 14] , difference between index component for wave propagation in two orthogonal directions could be achieved in PhCs with rectangular lattices. Therefore, we explored an opportunity to employ such PhCs in the cloak medium for obtaining desired difference of spatial dispersions of and . In [9] it was demonstrated that changing the lattice constant of PhC caused shifting of the 2 nd transmission band in its dispersion diagram along the frequency axis. This also caused respective shift of the extracted from the dispersion diagram frequency dependence of index values. It was also proven in [9] 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 supplied index values in the range from zero to higher than 1. Therefore, it was possible to determine a set of array lattice constants providing at some frequency a collection of index values representing the spatial dispersion law depicted by curve A in Fig. 1 (b) . The requested dispersion law was then realized in the cloak medium by building it from fragments of PhCs with respective lattice constants.
In order to investigate, how the difference in lattice constants along two directions would affect the dependencies of index values on frequency, we first calculated dispersion diagrams for PhCs with rectangular lattices at TM wave incidence along either one of two crystallographic directions, which we denoted as and . Fig. 4 (a) presents 2 nd branches of dispersion diagrams within Γ-X range of wave-vectors for arrays with relative rod permittivity = 35 and = 1.5 mm (same rod parameters as in [9] ), with the same lattice constant and with various lattice constants . As seen in the figure, difference between and results in changes of dispersion diagrams, i.e. in anisotropy of array properties. From dispersion diagrams, the values of -and -components of index were calculated by using wellknown relation given in [15] :
where is the speed of light in free space and = is the group velocity, while k and ω are wave vector and angular frequency, respectively. Equation 6 characterizes the dominant refractive index. As discussed in [9, 15, 16] , this approach provides the effective values of phase refractive indices in the second transmission bands of 2D PhCs. In [9] , this approach has been verified by comparing the indices obtained from the dispersion diagrams of 2D rod arrays (at various rod permittivities) with the results of the index retrieval procedure. Fig. 4 (a) . As seen in Fig. 4 (b) , at = frequency dependencies of and coincide (curve A). At > dependencies for and shift and split, so that dependencies for get steeper, while dependencies for become less steep and, therefore, cross the curve A. Shifting of the spectra of and reflects lowering of the edge of the 2 nd transmission band, which is well seen in Fig. 4 (a) . It could be also noticed in Fig. 4 (b) that at increased values of , values become significantly exceeding 1 at such frequencies, at which the values of slower growing still remain below 1. Such difference between and in arrays with rectangular lattices seems to point out at an opportunity of realizing desired anisotropy of TO prescriptions for index components in two orthogonal directions.
Further investigations, however, have shown that obtaining thus high values of , as defined by curve F in Fig.  1 (b) , is challenging for PhCs, since having much bigger compared to does not allow for achieving much higher 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 index values than those presented in Fig. 4 (b) . Instead, it leads, first, to extinction of the 2 nd branch and then, to switching of the sign of from positive to negative, which is not suitable for controlling wave propagation in the cloak. Thus, there are limits for increasing at any chosen . For example, at = 5 mm, should not exceed 8 mm to avoid negative index values. At < 8 mm and used in [9] rod parameters ( = 35 and = 1.5 mm), values bigger than 1.5 cannot be achieved, while they should be close to 2.4 near the target, according to curve F in Fig. 1  (b) for the cloak with = 3.5. Taking this into account, we looked for a set of arrays with rectangular lattices and with the same, as in [9] , rod parameters, which could be used for providing, at some frequency, best fit of index values to dispersion curves A and F in Fig. 1 (b) . We considered a set of four arrays, the fragments of which could be used for assembling the cloak, for which prescribed dispersion curves for index components would be represented by stepfunctions consisting of four steps. Fig. 5 shows extracted from dispersion diagrams frequency dependencies of and values for such four arrays, having different combination of lattice constants and . The presented data demonstrate that combining fragments of these arrays in the cloak medium can provide descending spatial dispersion for radial index component and ascending spatial dispersion for azimuthal component at the operation frequency of 13.73 GHz, although the prescribed maximal value of 2.4 for cannot be achieved. This result pushed us to searching for opportunities to decrease maximal values, prescribed by TO, by varying cloak dimensions and to increase values, achievable in rod arrays with rectangular lattices, by modifying rod radius and permittivity. 
Fitting capabilities of rod arrays to TO prescriptions for index components
From the expressions given in Section 2, it follows that requested index values strongly depend on the ratio . Fig.   6 demonstrates that by increasing this ratio, prescribed radial index values near the target can be essentially reduced, while azimuthal index values are just slightly affected. Thus, as seen in Fig. 6 , capabilities of rod arrays would become sufficient for satisfying TO prescriptions at > 4.6. This ratio, however, characterizes, in fact, the thickness of the cloak, so that increasing this ratio means significant increase of the cloak thickness at fixed size of the target. In particular, changing the ratio from 3.5 to 4.6 corresponds to 44% increase of the cloak thickness, which is, obviously, not desirable for practical applications. Page 6 of 12 AUTHOR SUBMITTED MANUSCRIPT -JOPT-104855. R1   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58 59 60 Another approach to satisfying TO prescriptions for the cloak medium formed from rod arrays could be seen in manipulating parameters of rods. As demonstrated in Fig. 7 (a) , increasing rod radius from 1.5 mm up to 1.9 mm provided an increase of highest achievable value in PhCs up to 1.8, which corresponded to TO requirements for cloak thickness defined by the ratio = 4.6, although it was still below the requirements for smaller cloak thickness, when = 3.5. The effect of another parameter, i.e. rod permittivity, on achievable index values in rod arrays, is demonstrated in Fig. 7 (b) . As seen in the figure, changing rod permittivity did not influence effectively the highest values of , however, it allowed for decreasing the asymmetry of array responses along and directions and made frequency dependences of both index components and less steep that opened up a window for playing with radii of rods and/or lattice parameters of arrays with the aim of providing higher values. Fig. 7 (c) shows the effect of increasing rod radius in arrays with slightly higher rod permittivity than that used in Fig. 7 (a) . From comparing Figs. 7 (a) and (c), it can be seen that an increase of rod permittivity from 35 to 39 allows for approaching value of 2.0, while at permittivity of 35 (as in [9] ) it was impossible to reach values of exceeding 1.8. Although performed studies have shown that combined variations of cloak thickness, rod permittivity, and rod radii allow for approaching TO-requested prescriptions for index components in the cloak medium, it would be desirable to search for such reduced prescriptions, which could make practical implementation of PhC-based cloak much more feasible. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
Reduced prescriptions for spatial dispersion of index components in the cloak medium
Here we consider an opportunity to replace TO-based prescriptions by reduced spatial dispersion law for radial index component. Our approach is based on understanding of the main function of radial index component in governing wave propagation in the cloak. As it follows from Section 2, the role of radial indices can be described as turning waves around the target. To accomplish this task, TO prescriptions for the radial index component demand very high index values near the target and steep decrease of these values further from the target. In order to restrict TO demands by physically achievable in rod arrays index values, we were looking for reduced dispersion laws for , which would still be able to accomplish the function of turning waves around the target. In particular, we looked for dispersion laws with decreased against TO prescriptions values near the target and increased, for compensating this decrease, values in outer cloak layers, as shown by solid red curve in Fig. 8 . To choose appropriate analytical expression describing dispersion (solid red curve in Fig. 8 ), various functions were tested. Basic criteria, employed for the choice, were restoration of the flat wave front behind the cloak and maximal decrease of the total scattering crosswidth of the cloaked target versus that of the bare target. Based on these criteria, the expression given below, which is controlled by three parameters, was used as the reduced prescription for dispersion: where , , and are, respectively, the parameter controlling the value of at inner boundary of the cloak, the parameter controlling the lowest level of (at outer boundary of the cloak), and the parameter managing the steepness of radial index dispersion. Expression (7) has been obtained at transforming the well-known decaying function = , where 0 < < 1 is the distance from some origin. Since, in our case, the distance of interest was defined by the distance between and , we, first, replaced by expression − 1, which became equal to zero at = and, thus, provided = at the inner boundary of the cloak. Then we introduced additional complication in the definition of as: = , which led to = 1 at the outer cloak boundary and, respectively, to = 1, if = − 1. Taking the value of bigger than − 1 allowed for requesting the value of at the outer boundary of the cloak to be bigger than 1 up to desired level. Introducing coefficient in the expression for provided additional option for manipulating the dispersion law at the search for the law providing better fit to the described above criteria. Proposed approach can be illustrated by finding an appropriate reduced prescription for the cloak with = 3.5.
First, we determined the values of parameters , , and , at which the dispersion law, prescribed by expression (7), would fit TO-prescribed dependence presented by curve F in Fig. 1 (b) . Red curve in Fig. 9 (a) illustrates the result of fitting. Then, by reducing the value of , as shown in Fig. 9 (a) , the highest value of near the target has been lowered down to less than 1.8, which was attainable in rod array with rectangular lattice, rod radius R = 1.9 mm, and ε = 35 (blue curve in Fig. 9 (a) ). Then, to increase values in outer layers of the cloak with the aim to compensate for weaker refraction caused by reduced values of near the target, we employed higher than 2.5 values of in expression (7) and have chosen to be equal 4.3 to obtain ≃ 1.25 at the outer boundary of the cloak (blue curve in Fig. 9 (b) ). Finally, we varied around the value of 0.7 used at fitting the dispersion law prescribed by expression (7) to TO-prescribed law given by curve F in Fig. 1 (b) (see Fig. 9 (c) ). (a) (b) (c) Figure 9 . Calculated radial index dispersions according to expression (7) for various , , and at = 3.5.
Wave propagation through cloaks with media obeying different dispersion laws for , was simulated and compared to wave propagation through the cloak with TO-prescribed dispersion (red curve in Fig. 9 (a) ). In addition, COMSOL software was used to calculate total scattering cross-widths for the cloaks under study, following [17] . The best performance of the cloak employing reduced prescriptions, which was quite comparable to the performance of the cloak based on TO prescriptions at = 3.5, was demonstrated for the values of parameters , , and equal to 1.75, 4.3 and 0.65, respectively. Fig. 10 demonstrates that the target (metal cylinder) covered by the cloak having reduced index dispersion, causes only slightly higher scattering compared to scattering caused by the target covered with TO-prescribed cloak, both being much lower than scattering caused by bare target. As seen in Fig. 11 , simulated field patterns for wave propagation through metal cylinders concealed by cloaks with TO-prescribed and reduced index dispersions, look almost identical. It could be concluded, that the main function of TO-prescribed spatial dispersion for radial index component in the cloak medium, which can be described as turning the paths of incident waves around the target with minimal reflection or scattering, could be achieved at reduced prescriptions, if they provide compensation of weaker refraction near the target by enhanced refraction in outer cloak layers. The main advantage of reducing the maximum value of near the target is an opportunity to realize properly performing cloak by using dielectric PhCs with rectangular lattices. It is worth mentioning here that earlier in [3] , where the cloak medium was composed of MMs, TO requests to spatial dispersions of material parameters have also been reduced. Original  and  distributions in [3] were approximated by constant values, and  was the only radially varied parameter that made the realization of the cloak essentially easier. However, this cloak did not provide appropriate wave-front reconstruction beyond the target and demonstrated a non-negligible shadow, characteristic for improper realization of refraction demands. Similar, as in [3] , approach was used at building the cloak from dielectricmetal MMs in [18] , where  and were reduced to constant values, while was changing from 0 at inner boundary of the cloak to 1 at outer boundary. Similar to [3] , power flow beyond the cloak with reduced material parameters was found to be essentially lower than that in the case of the cloak with full parameters prescribed by TO. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 (a) (b) Figure 11 . Simulated wave-patterns at an arbitrary frequency of 11.4 GHz, at TM wave incidence from left on cloaked targets with = 3.5: (a) at TO-prescribed index dispersion, (b) at reduced dispersion of radial index component.
Conclusion
We have shown that for obtaining proper cloaking effect, cloak medium, formed from PhCs, should have its radial index component changing from values exceeding 1 near the target down to 1 at the outer boundary of the cloak, in addition to ascending dispersion for azimuthal index component, unless waves are guided around the target due to self-collimation phenomenon mimicking refraction effects. It is demonstrated that two types of spatial dispersions prescribed for index components of cylindrical cloaks can be realized in the media built from 2D PhCs with rectangular lattices of dielectric rods. Such crystals were shown capable of supporting, in the 2 nd transmission bands, index values ranging from zero to those significantly exceeding 1. Increasing PhC's lattice constants allowed for shifting their 2 nd bands in dispersion diagrams down to lower frequencies thus providing spatial dispersion of indices in the cloak composed of PhCs fragments with different lattice constants. However, maximal values of radial indices, which could be obtained in PhCs at increasing lattice asymmetry, appeared to be less than those prescribed by TO because of restrictions imposed on crystal asymmetry by extinction of the 2 nd transmission band. Changes of the cloak thickness and rod parameters were found incapable of completely closing the gap between TO prescriptions and modalities of used PhCs. To solve this problem, we proposed reduced prescriptions for radial index dispersion. Reduced dispersion law suggested employing essentially smaller values of radial index near the target, than those requested by TO, so that these values would be achievable by using crystal asymmetry. To compensate for weaker refraction in inner layers, we proposed to provide higher than requested by TO index values in outer layers of the cloak. Conducted simulations of the cloaks with reduced spatial dispersions of radial indices have shown that these cloaks perform similarly to TOfollowing cloaks, i.e. support wave front restoration beyond the target and drastic decrease of the total scattering crosswidth by the cloak. These results make feasible practical realization of invisibility cloak by using PhCs with rectangular lattices. AUTHOR SUBMITTED MANUSCRIPT -JOPT-104855. R1   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 
